Really Cool

Medical Grade™

Terminally Cleanable Keyboards

Featuring

- Tru-Lock
  Washable at Workstation

- Terminally Cleanable
  Withstands Submersion in 1:10 Bleach Solution

- 100% Quality Assurance
  For Exceptional Return-on-Investment

- Sani-Type
  Great Tactile Feel Single or Double Gloved

- Born-in-USA
  Engineered, Manufactured & Serviced
Really Cool Keyboard Details & Optional Private Labeling

- Weight: 1.7 lb (780 g)
- Size: 15 x 5.5 x 0.6 in (381 x 140 x 15.3 mm)
- Cable Length: 6 ft (1.83 m)
- Storage Temperature: -40° to 185°F (-40° to 85°C)
- Operating Temperature: 32° to 158°F (0° to 70°C)
- Power Consumption: 60mA (non-backlighted) 300mA (backlighted)
- Platform: Windows, Mac & Linux
- Layout: Includes numeric keypad and 12 Function keys
- IP 68
- Compliance: CE, FCC, EN-60601

Features
- Sealed, waterproof, immersible
- 100% Silicone rubber skin, no latex
- Tru-Lock - Keys lock for workstation disinfection
- May be terminally cleaned
- Quick disconnect available
- Excellent tactile feedback w/ gloves
- No moving parts, no mechanical failure
- Clean with any EPA-certified disinfectant
- Standard key pitch
- 2-year warranty w/ limited lifetime warranty available

Specifications
- Weight: 1.7 lb (780 g)
- Size: 15 x 5.5 x 0.6 in (381 x 140 x 15.3 mm)
- Cable Length: 6 ft (1.83 m)
- Storage Temperature: -40° to 185°F (-40° to 85°C)
- Operating Temperature: 32° to 158°F (0° to 70°C)
- Power Consumption: 60mA (non-backlighted) 300mA (backlighted)
- Platform: Windows, Mac & Linux
- Layout: Includes numeric keypad and 12 Function keys
- IP 68
- Compliance: CE, FCC, EN-60601

Color Choices
- Hygienic White
- Black
- Isolation Workstation
- Downtime Workstation
- Dictation Workstation

Magfix
- Magnets hold keyboard to tray for sanitary mounting. Optional mounting plates available for non-ferrous surfaces.

Quick Disconnect Cable
- Makes it easy to move keyboards from one location to another.

Multi-Level Backlight
- Allows light levels to be easily adjusted for any needed key illumination.

Cleaning instructions available on back.
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